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Useful quantummetrology requires nonclassical stateswith a high particle number and (close to) the optimal

exploitation of the state’s quantum correlations. Unfortunately, the single-particle detection resolution

demanded by conventional protocols, such as spin squeezing via one-axis twisting, places severe limits on

the particle number. Additionally, the challenge of finding optimal measurements (that saturate the quantum

Cramér-Rao bound) for an arbitrary nonclassical state limits most metrological protocols to only moderate

levels of quantum enhancement. “Interaction-based readout” protocols have been shown to allow optimal

interferometry or to provide robustness against detection noise at the expense of optimality. In this Letter, we

prove that one has great flexibility in constructing an optimal protocol, thereby allowing it to also be robust to

detection noise. This requires the full probability distribution of outcomes in an optimal measurement basis,

which is typically easily accessible and can be determined from specific criteria we provide. Additionally, we

quantify the robustness of several classes of interaction-based readouts under realistic experimental constraints.

We determine that optimal and robust quantummetrology is achievable in current spin-squeezing experiments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.193601

Nonclassical states enable precision measurements below

the shot-noise limit (SNL) [1,2]. However, despite many

proof-of-principle experiments [3–7], a useful (i.e., high-

precision) quantum-enhanced measurement has yet to be

performed. This is partially due to the fragility of non-

classical states to typical noise sources [8] and the difficulty

in marrying quantum-state-generation protocols with the

practical requirements of high-precision metrology [9,10];

addressing these issues is an active research area [11–18]. A

key limitation is detection noise [7,19–25], which makes n
and n� σ particles indistinguishable. Quantum-enhanced

measurements typically require single-particle resolution

(σ ∼ 1), which restricts them to small particle numbers,

since the requisite counting efficiency rapidly becomes

unattainable as particle number increases.

Another challenge is that many protocols are suboptimal,

as they do not fully exploit the state’s quantum correlations.

Specifically, an estimate of classical parameter ϕ obtained

from measurement signal Ŝ has a precision Δϕ2 ¼
minϕVar½ŜðϕÞ�=½∂ϕhŜðϕÞi�2. A quantum-enhanced estimate

surpasses the SNL Δϕ2 ¼ 1=N for particle number N;

however, it is only optimal if it saturates the quantum

Cramér-Rao bound (QCRB) Δϕ2 ¼ 1=FQ, where FQ is

the quantum Fisher information (QFI) [8,26–28]. For exam-

ple, consider the nonclassical N-qubit states generated via

the one-axis twisting (OAT) Hamiltonian [29–32]. Typical

spin-squeezing procedures use the expectation of pseudospin

as the signal, yielding a minimum sensitivity Δϕ2 ∼ N−5=3.

However, OAT can produce entangled non-Gaussian states

(ENGS), which can achieve the Heisenberg limit (HL)

FQ ¼ N2 and therefore have enormous metrological poten-

tial. Nevertheless, for ENGS an average pseudospin esti-

mator yields precision worse than the SNL [Fig. 1(a)].

One pathway to either optimal (saturating the QCRB) or

robust (against detection noise) quantum metrology is so-

called “interaction-based readouts,” which take the form

jψϕi ¼ Û2ÛϕÛ1jψ0i; ð1Þ

where jψ0i is the initial (unentangled) state, Û1 is the

entangling operation (e.g., OAT), Ûϕ is the phase encoding,

and Û2 is the interaction-based readout applied prior to

measurement. These protocols can provide significant

robustness to detection noise and give improved sensitivity

[33–38], although a protocol that is both optimal and

robust has remained elusive. Specifically, echo protocols

[33,38–52] which perfectly time reverse the first entangling

unitary (Û2 ¼ Û†

1
) and then project onto the initial state

have been shown to saturate the QCRB for arbitrary pure

states Û1jψ0i [49] (red squares in Fig. 1). However, this

scheme is not robust to detection noise. In contrast, an echo

followed by a measurement of the average pseudospin

provides robustness, but does not saturate the QCRB

[33,38] (green triangles in Fig. 1).

In this Letter, we demonstrate that both optimal and

robust protocols are possible. Using the classical Fisher

information (CFI), we show that accessing the full prob-

ability distribution of measurement outcomes in a particular

(usually easily accessible) basis saturates the QCRB.

Crucially, these measurements remain optimal for the large
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class of readouts Û2 that conserve parity with respect to this

basis, which means one is free to choose a Û2 suitable for

any other purpose, including improved robustness to

detection noise. We investigate several readouts and con-

firm that echoes provide significant robustness, although

readouts that lack time-reversal symmetry can be similarly

or more robust. For situations where the state preparation

time is a fixed resource, we show that echoes are never

optimal for short OAT times—which is the operating

regime for current experiments.

Criteria for optimal interferometry.—Suppose ϕ is

encoded onto state ρ̂ via unitary Ûϕ ¼ expð−iϕĜÞ.
Subsequent measurements in some orthonormal basis

fjmig allow ϕ to be estimated from the probabilities

PmðϕÞ ¼ hmjÛϕρ̂Û
†

ϕjmi. The estimate’s precision is

bounded by the Cramér-Rao bound Δϕ2 ≥ 1=FCðϕÞ where
FC is the CFI, which relates to the probabilities via the

Hellinger distance

d2Hðϕ1;ϕ2Þ≡ 1 −

X

m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pmðϕ1ÞPmðϕ2Þ
p

; ð2Þ

since d2Hð0;ϕÞ ¼ FCð0Þϕ2=8þOðϕ3Þ [7,53,54].
In general, there is no guarantee that the CFI associated

with this measurement is optimal. However, we prove the

CFI always saturates the QCRB if (C1) the input state is a

parity eigenstate [55]: Π̂ ρ̂ ¼ ð−1Þpρ̂ with p ¼ 0, 1 for

Π̂ ¼ P

mð−1Þmjmihmj; (C2) the generator Ĝ flips parity

(i.e., Π̂ Ĝ Π̂ ¼ −Ĝ). In principle, this holds for most spin-

squeezing interferometry experiments and SU(1,1) inter-

ferometers [39].

We proceed by expanding PmðϕÞ ¼ Pmð0Þ þ ϕP0
mð0Þþ

ϕ2P00
mð0Þ=2þOðϕ3Þ, where P0ð0Þ ¼ iðhmjρ̂ Ĝ jmi − c:c:Þ

and P00ð0Þ¼hmjĜ ρ̂Ĝ jmi−hmjρ̂Ĝ2jmiþc:c: Conditions

(C1) and (C2) imply that P0
mð0Þ ¼ 0, since hmjĜ ρ̂jmi¼

−hmjĜ ρ̂ jmi¼0. Furthermore, Pmð0Þ ¼ ð−1Þmþphmjρ̂jmi

and hmjĜ ρ̂ Ĝ jmi ¼ ð−1Þmþpþ1hmjĜ ρ̂ Ĝ jmi; hence,

Pmð0ÞhmjĜ ρ̂ Ĝ jmi ¼ 0. After a binomial expansion of

the square root in Eq. (2),

d2Hð0;ϕÞ −Oðϕ3Þ ¼ ϕ2
hĜ2iρ̂
2

¼ ϕ2
FCð0Þ
8

; ð3Þ

where hĜ2iρ̂ ≡ TrfĜ2ρ̂g. Finally, our two assumptions

ensure hĜiρ̂ ¼ 0, implying VarðĜÞ ¼ hĜ2iρ̂. Equating the

powers of ϕ in Eq. (3) gives FCð0Þ ¼ 4VarðĜÞ. Since FC ≤

FQ ≤ 4VarðĜÞ [28], then FCð0Þ ¼ FQ, proving that our

measurement is optimal if conditions (C1) and (C2) hold.

This is not simply a proof that the QCRB is saturable.

Rather, it concretely determines the optimal measurement

basis [56] (typically easily accessible), without the tedious

or impossible requirement of diagonalizing the symmetric

logarithmic derivative. Crucially, it also shows that includ-

ing a second unitary Û2 after the phase encoding, such that

PmðϕÞ ¼ hmjÛ2Ûϕρ̂Û
†

ϕÛ
†

2
jmi, leaves the CFI unchanged

provided that Û2 conserves parity with respect to the

measurement basis. This means that, fundamentally, a

readout protocol is unnecessary: all parity-conserving

interaction-based readouts have identical CFI, and are

equivalent to simply doing nothing after the phase encoding

(Û2 ¼ 1). Indeed, all three schemes in Fig. 1(a), which

have wildly different phase sensitivities and experimental

complexities, can saturate the QCRB if a full probability

distribution is used. Of course, robustness to detection

noise still requires a nontrivial Û2.

One-axis twisting interferometry.—A broad class of inter-

ferometry is possible within two-bosonic-mode systems ofN
particles. ProvidedN is fixed, these systems can be described

by the SU(2) algebra ½Ĵi; Ĵj� ¼ iϵijkĴk, where ϵijk is the

Levi-Civita symbol [39]. Spin-squeezing protocols, which

quantum enhance the state prior to phase encoding, are

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Phase sensitivity (normalized to the SNL) of state jψϕi [Eq. (1)] for conventional spin squeezing (i.e., the trivial protocol

Û2 ¼ 1, blue circles), compared to an optimal protocol (red squares) and a robust protocol (green triangles), all with Û1 an OAT

interaction. (a) Sensitivity at different squeezing strengths χt for perfect particle detection (σ ¼ 0). The trivial protocol quickly reaches

the ENGS (“oversqueezed”) regime, and although the robust protocol also provides enhanced sensitivity it does not saturate the QCRB.

The QCRB, identical for all schemes, is saturated with an echo followed by a measurement that projects onto the initial state (i.e., that

counts instances of maximal Jx, red squares) or, as shown below, for an arbitrary parity-conserving readout with a full spin-resolving

measurement. (b) Dependence of sensitivity on detection noise σ for fixed χt ¼ 0.1, indicated by vertical line in (a). An echo followed

by an average pseudospin measurement (green triangles) is significantly more robust than the other schemes, which both require

detection resolution at the single-particle level.
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described within this framework. The “trivial” protocol in

Fig. 1 is (1) spin squeezing generated via OAT, Û1 ¼
exp½−iĴxθðN; χtÞ� expð−iĴ2zχtÞ≡ ÛOATðtÞ, where θðN; χtÞ
is a rotation angle that minimizes VarðĴzÞ [29], (2)

phase encoding via Mach-Zehnder interferometry Ûϕ ¼
expð−iϕĴyÞ, and (3) measurement of population difference

Ŝ ¼ Ĵz. Other spin-squeezing protocols include two-axis

twisting [29] and the “twist-and-turn” scheme [53,57].

If the initial state is a maximal Ĵx eigenstate (a spin-

coherent state), then its paritywith respect to the Ĵx eigenbasis
remains unchanged under any of these spin-squeezing pro-

tocols. Passing the resultant nonclassical state through a

Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Ĝ ¼ Ĵy) and making mea-

surements in the Ĵx eigenbasis satisfies conditions (C1) and
(C2), implying via our above result that the CFI saturates the

QCRB, thereby attaining the best phase sensitivity.

Spin squeezing has been demonstrated in trapped ions

[58–60], Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [31,61,62],

cold atoms in cavities [57,63–65], and optical systems

[66–68], and has enhanced proof-of-principle interferomet-

ric measurements [30,35,69], including atomic clocks

[70,71] and magnetometers [72,73]. Note the proof-of-

principle aspect to these experiments; spin squeezing has

not yet resulted in a useful measurement that surpasses

current shot-noise-limited high-precision devices. This is

due to the fragility of spin-squeezed states,which has limited

the degree of squeezing and/or particle numbers to modest

values. Maximizing the metrological benefits of squeezing,

preferablywithminimal increases in experimental complex-

ity, is clearly desirable. Our above result suggests that

estimating the phase by constructing the full probability

distribution (rather than from an estimate of the mean value

of the psuedospin [38] or the probability of a single outcome

[49]) could help achieve this goal.

Robustifying against detection noise.—After determining

theoptimalmeasurement basiswith conditions (C1) and (C2),

the full probability distribution in this basismust be estimated.

A spin-resolving measurement can give this information, as

reported in [53]. Although perfect spin-resolving measure-

ments render echoes unnecessary, detection noise makes this

difficult to achieve in practice, and so interaction-based

readouts will still play an important role in optimal parameter

estimation. We investigate the CFI when detection noise is

present, and although we confirm that echoes can provide

significant robustness to detection noise, we show that better

sensitivities are possible with nonecho protocols.

For concreteness, consider the nonclassical state gener-

ated by evolving a maximal Ĵx eigenstate under OAT

for time t. After passing through a Mach-Zehnder interfer-

ometer, the interaction-based readout Û2 is applied (leaving

the QFI unchanged) and a spin-resolving measurement

made in the optimal basis fjmig. We model detection noise

in this measurement as discrete Gaussian noise GmðσÞ of
variance σ2, corresponding to an uncertainty σ in the

measured particle number. This noise distorts the measured

probabilities (and consequently the CFI), which we account

for by replacing PmðϕÞ with the conditional probabilities
~PmðϕjσÞ ¼

P

m0Cm0Gm−m0ðσÞPm0ðϕÞ [47,74] where Cm0 ¼
fPmGm−m0g−1 normalizes Gm−m0 . This is still a “spin-

resolving” measurement, as it returns (imperfect) informa-

tion about the full distribution Pm (in contrast to an estimate

of the distribution mean).

In Fig. 2 we plot the CFI for various interaction-based

readouts Û2. As expected, an echo (Û2 ¼ Û†

1
) provides

significant robustification over no echo (Û2 ¼ 1). This

robustness is not achieved by the echo proposed in [49] (red

squares in Fig. 1), which only accesses the maximal Ĵx
component (m ¼ N=2) rather than the full probability

distribution Pm. However, we find a class of time-

asymmetric protocols capable of outperforming echoes.

Specifically, if Û1 ¼ ÛOATðt1Þ corresponds to the OAT

evolution of duration t1, then Û2 ¼ Û†

OATðt2Þ with t2 > t1
generally outperforms an echo (t2 ¼ t1) provided squeez-

ing strength χt1 is modest.

Robustness to detection noise can also be achieved with

“pseudoechoes,” Û2 ¼ Û1, which do not reverse the time

evolution of Û1 [34,35]. Although less effective than

echoes or asymmetric time-reversal protocols, pseudoe-

choes nevertheless provide good robustification, and are

an excellent alternative when time reversal is difficult or

impossible. For example, the interatomic collisions that

generate many-body entanglement in BECs can only be

reversed by changing the inter- and intracomponent cou-

plings [75]. This typically requires a Feshbach resonance

[76] unavailable to many atomic species, and even if

possible is limited to small condensates and squeezing

durations due to inherent instabilities in attractive con-

densates [77,78] or instabilities and poor mode matching in

two-component mixtures [75,79]. Implementing echoes in

soliton-based atom interferometers [80–82] and optical

fibers [66,67,83] is similarly impractical.

FIG. 2. maxϕ FC vs detection noise for a state produced by Û1 ¼
ÛOAT and readout Û2 in the optimal basis with (top) χt ¼ 0.1 and

(bottom) a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) state with

χt ¼ π=2, where an echo gives the HL with detection noise

exceeding
ffiffiffiffi

N
p

. Here N ¼ 100.
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For OAT, the creation of a GHZ state [84] provides an

upper limit on the QFI (i.e., the HL FQ ¼ N2), since at

χt2 > π=2 the state revives towards the initial condition

(a maximal Ĵy eigenstate). The most robust readout is

Û2 ¼ ÛOATðχt2 ¼ π=2Þ≡ ÛGHZ, with a spin-resolving

measurement in the Ĵy basis, since this projects onto the

initial state. Although such a protocol is infeasible in

current experiments, this extreme case provides insight

into why these protocols successfully robustify OAT to

detection noise. Figure 3 (left, blue histograms) shows a

GHZ state with Û2 ¼ 1 in the optimal measurement basis

(the Ĵx eigenbasis), before and after a small perturbation

δϕ. The states at ϕ ¼ 0 and ϕ ¼ δϕ are distinguished only

by a decay of odd Pm, obscured by even a small amount of

detection noise, making the two distributions virtually

indistinguishable and resulting in a small CFI. In contrast,

a GHZ state followed by an echo (i.e., at ϕ ¼ 0 it has

returned to the initial state, and so the optimal basis here is

the Ĵy eigenbasis) retains a large Hellinger distance (large

CFI) even in the presence of significant detection noise.

Astonishingly, a GHZ state provides sensitivity at the HL

for detection noise exceeding
ffiffiffiffi

N
p

[Fig. 2 (bottom)].

Optimal protocols with total-time constraint.—The

overall duration of OAT experiments is limited by particle

losses and/or dephasing [31,85,86] and a desire to maintain

high repetition rates. Therefore, in an experiment restricted

to some fixed total squeezing time T ¼ t1 þ t2 there is

potentially a trade-off between increasing t1 in order

to increase the QFI via Û1ðt1Þ and increasing t2 in order

to optimally tune the readout Û2ðt2Þ. This is explored in

Fig. 4, which plots the maximum FC (top) and correspond-

ing t1 (bottom) for small, medium, and large T.
For sufficiently small detection noise, any interaction-

based readout (i.e., t2 > 0) confers no benefit (consistent

with our proof above), and the best strategy is to simply

maximize the state’s quantum correlations (and therefore

QFI) by choosing t1 ¼ T. In contrast, for large T (e.g., a

GHZ state with χT ¼ π=2) and non-negligible detection

noise an echo remains the best strategy up until σ ∼
ffiffiffiffi

N
p

.

The reason is simple: when evolving an initial maximal Ĵx
eigenstate under OAT, the QFI quickly reaches a plateau at

N2=2 [Fig. 1(a)]. Thus, an echo remains optimal, as there

is no trade-off between increasing the QFI via t1 and

increasing the robustness via t2. In this large-T regime

pseudoechoes perform as well as echoes.

Figure 4 (middle) shows regimes where it is beneficial to

choose time-asymmetric readouts such as Û2 ¼ Û†

OATðt2Þ
over echoes, although protocols without time-reversal

[e.g., Û2 ¼ ÛOATðt2Þ] perform poorly.

The experiment [30] used χT ≈ 0.01 (and N ¼ 170). For

fixed, small squeezing times on this order [Fig. 4 (left)] the

FIG. 3. PmðϕÞ histograms for a N ¼ 100 GHZ state in the

optimal basis with an echo (right panels, green, optimal basis is

Ĵy), and without an echo (left panels, blue, optimal basis is Ĵx).

The top and bottom panels differ by a small rotation expð−iĴyδϕÞ
(δϕ ¼ N−1=2). Insets: Histograms of ~PmðϕjσÞ for the same state

with detection noise σ2 ¼ N=4. The greater the distinguishability
of the distributions after rotation δϕ, the larger the CFI.

FIG. 4. For N ¼ 100 particles with Û1 ¼ ÛOATðt1Þ we fix total squeezing time T ¼ t1 þ t2 for various T. We explore two time-

asymmetric readouts: Û2 ¼ Û†

OATðt2Þ (solid red circles) and pseudoecho Û2 ¼ ÛOATðt2Þ (empty blue triangles). (Top) Comparison of

maximum FC (at optimum ϕ) of each protocol to the special cases (t1 ¼ t2) of an echo (solid black) and pseudoecho (dashed green).

(Bottom) The optimal t1 that maximizes the CFI [87].
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optimal strategy is Û2 ¼ 1 (no readout), even for modest

detection noise. This is the operating regime for most

current spin-squeezing experiments.

Conclusions.—We have shown that constructing the full

probability distribution in the optimal measurement basis

[i.e., one that satisfies conditions (C1) and (C2)] yields a

phase estimate that saturates the QCRB. Crucially, this is

true for any parity-conserving readout, including one that

provides robustness to detection noise (such as an echo),

enabling both optimal and robust quantum metrology.

Consequently, nonclassical states such as ENGS, which

are not traditionally useful for spin squeezing, could

enhance future metrological devices, and the single-particle

detection requirements that limit other protocols to small

particle numbers (e.g., [49]) could be relaxed.

We also showed that if the total spin-squeezing duration is

fixed and short, an echo gives poorer results than simply

squeezing for longer, even for considerable detection noise.

Furthermore, we have found a class of asymmetric time-

reversal protocols superior to echoes, and also shown that

pseudoechoes, which do not require any time reversal,

provide comparable robustness. Pseudoechoes are advanta-

geous for interferometers that use BECs, bright solitons, or

optical fibers,where it is difficult or impossible to time reverse

the state’s evolution. These results give additional flexibility

in protocol design, and could find near-term applications in

current short-duration spin-squeezing experiments.
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